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ONE VISION.
STRONG PARTNERS.
TOGETHER FOR 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY.

Every Fronius Solutions Partner Plus (FSP+) shares our vision for 24 hours of sun - a world powered by 100% renewable 
energy. Together with Fronius, FSPs+ are expediting this vision to become the energy suppliers of the future, improving levels 
of system quality, performance, and reliability throughout the industry. FSPs+ are hand-picked by us because they offer the 
plus standard in service and support, holding customer satisfaction in the highest esteem. Our exclusive FSP+ network of 
installers has a proven track record in providing Flexible, Reliable, and Optimised solar systems: from choosing the best 
products for your needs today to outstanding after-sales service, to future-proofing your solar system for the demands of 
tomorrow. An FSP+ is the certified quality provider you’ve been looking for.

OUTSTANDING EXPERIENCE WITH FRONIUS PRODUCTS

/ Every FSP+ has a proven track record in installing and servicing Fronius. They are selected to become FSPs+ based on their 
experience, expertise, and passion for quality excellence. With their extensive knowledge, they can suggest the best options and 
tailor the perfect solar solution to your needs.

.................................................................................................................................................................................

HIGH-LEVEL TECHNICAL TRAINING FROM FRONIUS

/ FSPs+ are required to undertake regular, intensive training delivered by top Fronius technical experts. This training ensures they 
have the best current product, and best practice knowledge so that your system is tailored to you and installed to last.

.................................................................................................................................................................................

HIGHEST QUALITY & INNOVATION

/ Fronius believes in quality partnerships, and we actively seek out partners that align with our vision for quality and innovation. 
Fronius has carefully selected every FSP+ because they have a proven track record in offering the highest level of quality service, 
product choice, and support to their customers.
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PROACTIVE CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS

/ The Fronius Solar.web online platform and its integrated monitoring tools enable FSPs+ to keep a close eye on your system. FSPs+ 
can, therefore, detect any issues and take preventative action before you are even aware of any problem. Every FSP+ has a proven track 
record in setting up Solar.web monitoring and providing proactive solutions for its customers.

.................................................................................................................................................................................

FASTEST SERVICE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT

/ As a quality provider, Fronius takes pride in providing reliable and high-quality products. While we subject all our products to 
extensive endurance testing to ensure consistently high standards, faults are inevitable from time-to-time. In that case, we have FSPs+, 
tried-and-tested Fronius experts able to replace faulty parts and entire devices on site. This means they do not need to remove the 
inverter for warranty claims, keeping the downtime of your photovoltaic system to a minimum. To ensure every FSP+ can provide you 
with the best possible service, we give them expert support. Every FSP+ has priority access to qualified technicians from our Technical 
Support Team, and with the Fronius Solar Online Support (SOS) Tool, FSP+ partners have critical diagnostic information at their 
fingertips.
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FRONIUS SOLUTIONS:
/ Reliability and large capacity inverter
/ Monitoring capabilities to optimise usage habits
/ 15 kW single inverter installed allowing us to 
minimise space required

SYSTEM DATA PERTH, AUSTRALIA
Size of installation 15.12 kW

System type Residential roof mounted
Inverters Fronius Symo 15.03-3M
Further products Fronius Smart Meter
Commissioned July 27, 2018
Annual yield 23,742 kWh
CO2 savings / year 19 tonnes
Self consumption rate 72%
Estimated savings $3,000 P.A

“In addition to this, Fronius inverters are built utilising state-of-
the art Austrian technology, and with Infinite Energy being a 
Fronius Solutions Partner Plus we could offer the customer a full 
10-year parts and labour warranty. This gave the client peace of 
mind that they were making a smart investment and receiving 
the highest quality products for their home. The system can also 
be future battery-ready thanks to the design of the existing 
Fronius software, making the addition of battery storage later on 
a quick and seamless process.”

The homeowners were pleased with the excellent service 
provided by Infinite Energy and found the entire process 
smooth and hassle-free. The system has provided both exceptio-
nal savings for the household and greater energy independence.
 

CASE STUDY
Western Australian homeowner, Kevin, recently had a 15.12kW solar system installed at his newly built 6 bedroom, 3 ba-
throom home, situated along the river in Applecross. The system is significantly larger than most residential systems and was 
carefully designed to accommodate for the high energy usage of the household. 

Kevin and his wife have always seen the benefits of solar power for both electricity cost savings, and the environmental be-
nefits. After careful consideration of the various solar companies they received quotes from, Infinite Energy were chosen by 
the client due to their knowledge, professionalism and product selection. 

The 15kW system Infinite Energy installed consists of a Fronius Symo 15.03-3M inverter and 42 x 360W SunPower solar 
panels, as well as a Fronius Smart Meter. The advanced Fronius monitoring means the homeowners can track their energy 
consumption against their production, allowing them to make educated choices on when and how they consume energy.  
The impressive system will generate over 23,742kWh of clean energy every year, covering the majority of the daytime elec-
tricity expenses for the household. 

Infinite Energy consultant, Neil, designed the system, taking the layout, shading and orientation of the roof into considerati-
on while also tailoring to their high-energy needs. 

“The Fronius Symo 15.03-3M inverter was selected for this particular install due to its exceptional reliability and durability 
in supporting energy-intensive households. The Fronius range offers an outstanding monitoring portal, allowing users to 
better understand their systems’ production and their energy consumption, which ultimately leads to more savings.”
  

INFINITE ENERGY.
CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS.

SITE CHALLENGES:
/ Large site with high energy consumption
/ Home owners in and out at different hours making for 
unusual consumption pattern
/ Significant capacity required



 

“Infinite Energy are considered a leading solar installer in Australia in both commercial 
and residential installations. They have partnered with Fronius for many years and have 
since become one of our most trusted and successful Fronius installers. 

Infinite Energy strives to help Australian homes and businesses by providing reliable, 
quality solar systems that work seamlessly for better energy management and savings. 
Through their ongoing commitment to quality and excellence, Infinite Energy have shown 
they are aligned with Fronius’s strong values of innovation and improving the customer 
experience. 

Infinite Energy has demonstrated:

/ Highest quality solar expertise

/ Excellent customer service

/ Quality installations

/ Long history using Fronius products

/ Industry thought leadership

/ High moral standards for both their staff and customers

Infinite Energy is one of our most trusted providers, and I am proud to recommend them 
as an official Fronius Solutions Partner Plus.” 

SHARED VISION FOR A 
WORLD POWERED BY 
RENEWABLES

FSP+ FRONIUS TESTIMONIAL

Keshia Noronho
Managing Director,
Fronius Australia.

Keshia Noronho,
Managing Director Fronius Australia.

Our reputation is built on installing top quality 
systems configured for the best result

INFINITE ENERGY
PHONE NUMBER: 1300 074 669

EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@INFINITEENERGY.COM.AU
ADDRESS: SUITE 3, LEVEL 3, 85 THE ESPLANADE 

SOUTH PERTH, WA 6151


